Robert Rauschenberg

Cy + Roman Steps (I–V), 1952; printed ca. 1997
Suite of five gelatin silver prints
20 x 80 in. (50.8 x 203.2 cm)
Collection SFMOMA, purchase through a gift of Phyllis Wattis, 98.297.A-E


Marks and Inscriptions

98.297.A

Recto: Lower left margin, inscribed in black ink by the artist’s studio assistant Bradley Jeffries: “CY + ROMAN STEPS, (I), 1952, #4”; after inscription, signed by the artist: “RAUSCHENBERG”

Verso: None

98.297.B

Recto: Lower left margin, inscribed in black ink by the artist’s studio assistant Bradley Jeffries: “CY + ROMAN STEPS, (II), 1952, #4”; after inscription, signed by the artist: “RAUSCHENBERG”

Verso: None

98.297.C

Recto: Lower left margin, inscribed in black ink by the artist’s studio assistant Bradley Jeffries: “CY + ROMAN STEPS, (III), 1952, #4”; after inscription, signed by the artist: “RAUSCHENBERG”

Verso: None
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98.297.D

Recto: Lower left margin, inscribed in black ink by the artist’s studio assistant Bradley Jeffries: “CY + ROMAN STEPS, (IV), 1952, #4”; after inscription, signed by the artist: “RAUSCHENBERG”

Verso: None

98.297.E

Recto: Lower left margin, inscribed in black ink by the artist’s studio assistant Bradley Jeffries: “CY + ROMAN STEPS, (V), 1952, #4”; after inscription, signed by the artist: “RAUSCHENBERG”

Verso: None

Ownership History

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, purchase through a gift of Phyllis Wattis, 1998

Exhibition History


In addition to appearing in the special exhibition listed above, Cy + Roman Steps (I–V) was shown in SFMOMA’s galleries in 2004 as part of Matisse and Beyond: The Painting and Sculpture Collection, a rotating presentation of the permanent collection.
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